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SAFETY SYMBOL DEFINITION

Electrical Hazard
Avoid any contact with installation connect to power supply.
Only qualified staff is allowed to work on live electrical components.

Hot surfaces
Avoid touching Turbocompressor surfaces which can be hot
(higher than 70°C).

Mechanical hazard
Safety guards must be mounted before operating machines.

Instructions
The corresponding Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual
shall be read and understood before any actions on the machine.

Noise Hazard
Use ear protections near Turbocompressor area
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1.

GENERAL INFORMATION

CONTINENTAL Turbocompressors are
accordance with current safety regulations.

made

in

The various production steps are checked according to
the quality controls to ensure that the equipment is free
from defects. All machines are mechanically tested before
dispatching.

1.1

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

General safety standards and any special standard for the
specific installation must be applied when handling,
installing, using and servicing the equipment.
In particularly:
Cables and slings must have sufficient resistance
and have to be regularly controlled for lifting.
Only qualified staff is allowed to work on live
electrical components.
Wait the time the capacitors need to be discharged
before working on these lines.
Switch off the isolator and put out appropriate “work
in progress” signs while working on machines
connected to an electrical supply.
Check that adequate precautions are taken after
every work interruption.
Mount safety guards before operating machines.
Prevent access around inlet opening.
If loose clothing keeps away from rotating parts.
The personnel and people passing near the equipment
must be advised against danger to be in contact with:
potentially hot surfaces of the Turbocompressor, the
pipes and accessories
parts under tension
rotating parts

1.2

GUARANTEE

CONTINENTAL equipments are guaranteed twelve (12)
months after startup, limited to (18) eighteen months after
shipment, for material and manufacturing defects. When
it specified in the quotation, some special material is
guaranteed six months. The guarantee is limited to
replacement and repair of the defective elements at our
factory.
To make a claim under guarantee the machines and or
systems must have been used for their intended
application and in compliance with CONTINENTAL
instructions. The purchaser loses all guarantee rights if
the machines or systems are repaired or modified without
CONTINENTAL agreement. Repairing, modification or
replacements of parts under guarantee don’t affect the

initial guarantee dates. We don’t accept any return of
machines without our prior agreement.
Transport cost to our factory will be paid by the purchaser.
Nevertheless, and concerning open and hidden defects of
the sold object, our contractor guarantee doesn’t replace
the legal guarantee terms to which all professional sellers
are bound. However, the contractual guarantee doesn’t
imply the right to ask for damages or compensation. We
are not responsible for any special destination or
dependency not specified in the purchase order.

1.3

LIMIT OF LIABILITY

CONTINENTAL’s liability in respect of claims of any kind
will not, under any circumstances, exceed the purchase
price of the machine and/or system; any claim ends at
expiry of guarantee period defined in § 1.2. “Claims of any
kind” means any resulting or associated loss and
damage, including negligence, from the performance,
design, manufacturing, operation, use and, likewise, from
any installation, technical installation instructions,
inspection, maintenance or repair of any machine or
system supplied.
Under no circumstances, either due to breach of the
guarantee by CONTINENTAL, or by manifest negligence,
CONTINENTAL shall be responsible for special and
consequential damages including, without this list being
exhaustive:
Losses of profits or proceeds,
Losses of the use of the machines, systems
themselves or connected machinery
Capital cost for material or replacement of machines
or systems
Tooling or services involved
Cost, for down time or purchaser’s customers claims
for such damages

2.
2.1

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
TURBOCOMPRESSORS

CONTINENTAL
INDUSTRIE
single
stage
Turbocompressors are intended for the transfer of
gaseous fluid.
Their impellers are driven in rotation, by taking the energy
required from an external source (e.g. motor), allowing to
increase enthalpy level of the moved fluid by increasing
its pressure and consequently its temperature.
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The high efficiency Turbo is ensured through both, an
optimized design regarding:
•
•

Aerodynamics, through a high-speed impeller
with a high adiabatic efficiency
the mechanical behaviour, with a high efficiency
gear-box

When using, both, the Inlet Guide Vanes (IGV) and the
Variable Diffuser Vane (VDV), the turbo is able to
maintain a high adiabatic efficiency.
The control of the level of opening of the IGV and VDV is
ensured for keeping the best efficiency: it proposes, with
the IGV opening setting for the working point required, the
corresponding maximum opening of the VDV.
The flow rate limits are defined as follows:
- Minimum flow rate given by the surge point:
➢
➢
➢

just below this flow, potentially destructive
reverse flows are achieved
just above this flow, the maximum adiabatic
efficiency is obtained
in order to run as close as possible of it, a
precise evaluation of the surge flow is
continuously achieved

- Maximum flow rate: is given by the maximal motor power
which must not be overloaded. The extra power between
the design point and the one of the motor is commonly
used, through a specific pre-rotation of the IGV, for
compensating the influence of an high inlet temperature.
2.1.1

GEARBOX TRANSMISSION

We use a gearbox to use the machine at a higher speed
than the motor.
Speed increasing gear is helical type with gear reaction
load opposing impeller axial load to minimize load on
thrust bearing.
Bearings and gears are oil lubricated from the pressure
oil lubrication system.

2.1.2

Each impeller is designed by CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) and FEA (fine element analysis) technology for
each Turbocompressors.
2.1.3

2.1.4

INLET GUIDE VANE

The main purpose of the Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) actuation
is:
Keep the pressure order
Reach the best efficiency point
Reduce load at starting
The Variable Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) control optimize the
efficiency of our machines by changing operating
conditions such as inlet temperature, relative humidity,
outlet pressure.
Guide Vane are supported in self-lubricating plain bearing
Actuation is by a single spindle (non-lubricated linkage
system)
Fitted with electric linear actuator, for modulating control,
complete with integral positioner, linkage, bracket and
fittings which will be located upon IGV Housing.
2.1.5

VARIABLE DIFFUSER VANE

The main purpose of the Variable Diffuser Vane (VDV) is:
Keep the flow order
Reach the best efficiency point
Reduce load at starting
The Variable Diffuser Vane (VDV) control offers a wide
operating flow range with excellent efficiency while
maintaining a constant speed motor.
VDV actuation is controlled according the following
inputs:
-

The compressor housing is vertically split and directly
mounted onto the gearbox with openings for inspection,
cleanout and drain.

SHAFT SEALS

Shaft sealing system (air & oil) is of the non-contact
labyrinth type. This system is designed with air vent to
atmosphere to guarantee oil free air discharge.

The position of the gearbox, mounted directly on
fabricated holder, is fixed.
The lubrication circuit of the gearbox requires additional
controls: refer to the instructions of the gearbox.

IMPELLER

-

Outlet conditions, to reach and keep the pressure
order in the process. If flow decreases, the diffuser will
close accordingly
Anti-surge, if blower is reaching surge area, VDV will
be the first anti-surge device, closing to have blower
work in a safe area

Diffuser Vane are supported in self-lubricating plain
bearing
Actuation is by a single spindle (non-lubricated linkage
system)
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Fitted with electric linear actuator, for modulating control,
complete with integral positioner, linkage, bracket and
fittings which will be located upon IGV Housing.

All the shock absorbing resilient pads must be loaded
uniformly to assure the correct operation of the machine.

2.2

2.2.2.2
Levelling plates and fixing bolts
Fixing bolts can be provided instead of resilient pads.
Anchor bolts are mainly used for machinery with higher
power.

TYPICAL ASSEMBLY

The
typical
assembly
for
CONTINENTAL
Turbocompressors includes a common base plate for
motor, gearbox, machine, and the protective guard of the
transmission unit. The preparation of the holder for
equipment fixing is the purchaser responsibility. The
metal elements must be treated against corrosion. The
foundations must be levelled (lack of flatness < 1 mm) and
be designed to avoid the amplification of the vibrations.
2.2.1

BASE PLATE

All the welded base plates have screws to align the motor.

Corrections often need to be made by placing shims
between the resilient pad and the supporting surface.

To prevent the transmission of vibrations, that installation
involves the making of a solid concrete isolated from the
rest of the foundations. The installation of the base plate
on the foundations must be made according to the
following instructions:
2. Make the solid concrete and keep it as much as
possible isolated from the rest of the foundation. The
upper surface shall be left rough to provide a good link
with the concrete screed which will be carried out after.
3. Raise the base plate about one meter above the solid
concrete. Fit the levelling screws and the anchor bolts as
shown in detail A of Fig. 2.2. Check the 15 mm and 50
mm positions.

2.2.2

BASE PLATE FIXING

2.2.2.1
Resilient pads
CONTINENTAL machines can be installed on resilient
pads. The type and the quantity of pads required are
defined by CONTINENTAL according to the machine
characteristics.

4. Lower the base-plate to approximately 200 mm from
the solid concrete, and centre the anchor bolts in the
pockets. Position the 100 x 100 x 20 plates under the
levelling screws. Lower until the levelling screws come
into contact with the shims. Position the base-plate in its
final location, longitudinally and transversally. Centre the
shims under the levelling screws. Wedge the plates which
are not in contact with the adjustment screws. Do not use
the screws to make contact with the plates.
5. Check that the anchor bolts are positioned correctly in
the pockets. Cement the anchor bolts into their pockets
up to the level. Let harden as required.
6. Loosen all the locknuts of the anchor bolts and
levelling screws and slightly tighten.

A= Mounting hole to the frame
B= Mounting hole to the ground
Fig. 2.1

The resilient pads allow the machine to be installed easily
and quickly without making special foundations.
In addition of fixing the machine, the pads prevent the
transmission of machine vibrations to the environment
and reciprocally (transmission of any vibrations present
from the surrounding environment).

7. Check that the base-plate is leveled by using a spirit
level sensitive to 0.02 mm/m or if possible with a laser
alignment tool. This check shall be made longitudinally
and transversally on all finished surfaces. The flatness
shall be to 0.02 mm/m. The levelness is adjusted by using
the spirit level on the finished surface as shown in detail
C of Fig. 2.2 and using the levelling screw/anchor bolt
sets.
Each levelling screw/anchor bolt set can be used to raise
or lower the base-plate and therefore the edge of the
finished surface relative to the adjacent one.
In particular for:
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- lowering, the levelling screw must be loosened and the
anchor bolt nut tightened

2.2.3

CONTINENTAL sound enclosures (when supplied) are
specially designed and customized for our range of
Turbocompressors. Our acoustic panels are engineering
to provide a high level of sound absorption.

- rising, the anchor bolt nut must be loosened and the
levelling screw tightened.
8. When all surfaces are levelled transversally and
longitudinally as specified, ensure that no screws or nuts
are loosened. If they are, they must be tightened manually
so as not to disturb the level obtained. All lock nuts are
also to be tightened manually.

Our sound enclosures are engineered according to a
modular design:
-

9. Clean the surfaces of the solid concrete and prepare
it for flow the cement. Provide an enclosure as shown in
detail B of Fig. 2.2. If it is installed in the open air, provide
appropriate drainage for rainwater, by taking into account
the base-plate shape. Flow low shrinkage cement under
the base-plate up to the level indicated in detail B. Do not
use mechanical vibrators which may comprise the surface
levelling obtained.

-

-

10. Wait few days up to obtain a complete drying.
11. Tighten all the anchor bolt nuts and the associated
lock nuts before mounting the machines.

DETAIL A

DETAIL B

Frame made with structural steel square tubing of
80mm.
Acoustic panels are fabricated with an outer solid shell
and inner perforated shell in electro-galvanized sheet
metal.
High density Rockwool (70 kg/m3, thickness of 80mm)
between outer and inner shell ensures an optimal
sound insulation
Fully dismountable for major maintenance access
Door for easy maintenance access
Easy assembled on-site. Each part is identified with a
numbering corresponding to an assembly drawing (no
special tools are required).

DETAIL C

SPIRIT LEVEL
SENSIVITY 0,02 mm/m

1

SOUND ENCLOSURE

3

MACHINED
SURFACE

4

RUBBER
ISOLATION SLEEVE
ref. S.2723

2

FITTING NUTS
SETTING
SCREWS

LEVELLING
PLATE
CASTING UP TO
THIS LEVEL

ANCHOR
BOLTS

ENCLOSURE
ISOLATOR

BASEPLATE METHOD OF LEVELLING AND ANCHORING
WITH ANCHOR BOLTS

Fig. 2.2
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2.2.3.1
VENTILATION
Fan ventilation is incorporated for hot air extraction in
order to prevent overheating. Fans are powered by enduser system.

The corrosive atmospheres will be the subject of a
detailed attention; to keep the safety level required, the
painting of protection is only performed at the factory.

We calculate the cooling fans and dampers sizes and
quantities to ensure an optimal airflow.

The pressure lubrication system provides a safe and
reliable oil lubrication for the gear set and bearings and
cooling for the bearings and gears.

A maximum of 5°C is allowed between external ambient
temperature and inside sound enclosure temperature.
2.2.3.2
Heating
For low temperature locations, we equip the sound
enclosure with electric heaters in order to ensure a
temperature threshold, allowing an effective functioning of
the equipment located inside the enclosures.
Electric heaters are located at the sound enclosure inlet
and outlet airflow. This configuration allows a
homogeneity of the enclosure heating.
2.2.4

PAINTING

The
standard
painting
of
CONTINENTAL
Turbocompressor and their common accessories
consists of a base coat applied after brushing and
degreasing and a finishing coat in blue RAL5015.

2.2.5

LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM

The system is composed by two pumps (one electric and
one mechanic), several accessories and instruments to
ensure a proper lubrication anytime and any conditions
see Fig. 2.3.
2.2.5.1
Pumps and oil pressure
Pressure in the oil system is ensured by two pumps, the
electrical one (Number 1) that is used at starting and post
lubrication phase after stopping the blower and as standby if the mechanical one (number 2) fails to run.
Two non-return valves (number 3) are installed to avoid
any oil misguiding when one of the pump is not running.
A mechanical over-pressure valve (number 4) is also
installed at the outlet of both pumps to avoid any extra
pressure on the system.

Fig. 2.3
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Oil pressure is monitored all time with various thresholds
set in the local control panel via a pressure transmitter
(number 5).
Two safety pressure switches are also installed (number
6 and 7). One after the mechanical pump to start electrical
pump in case of low pressure (1.5 bars) in the system,
one at the outlet of the system to stop the turbo blowers if
the pressure is tool low on the system (1 bar).
Safeties and logic control are set up to ensure that oil
pressure will always be enough to avoid any irreversible
damage on the blower, in consequence electric pump will
always be started or not stopped during an emergency
stop.
2.2.5.2
Oil level
A gauge is installed in the tank to have a direct view of the
oil level (number 8). Two contacts can be connected for
alarm (low and high level).
2.2.5.3
Oil Temperature
Oil temperature is kept in the good range via two
actuators: Cooler (number 9) and heater (number 10).
One Thermostat (number 11) actuated the fan (for air
cooling system, powered by our control system), power
on one temperature reaches 55°C and power off when it
reaches 45°C.
Heater (powered by our control system) is actuated via
another thermostat (number 12) that is set at 10°C to
power on the heater.
One safety thermostat (number 13) is installed to power
off the machine if the temperature reaches 70°C in the oil
tank.
Temperature is also monitored through temperature
transmitter (number 14) with several warning/safeties set
on the local control panel.
2.2.5.4
Filtering
Oil is filtered through a mechanical filter (number 15)
composed with two cartridges that can be replaced even
during machine running. A differential pressostat
(number 16) is connected to local control panel to indicate
if cartridge need to be replaced. A visual indication is also
available.

2.3

MOTOR

The mechanical energy required to run CONTINENTAL
Turbocompressor is in the majority of cases taken from
an electric motor.
NOTE: Usual instructions for motor have to be strictly
respected (number of consecutive starts, etc…).
Refer to motor manual for Installation, Operation and
Maintenance instructions.

2.4

ACCESSORIES

Depending on the application for which CONTINENTAL
Turbocompressors are intended, they can be provided
with certain accessories to enhance the installation and
enable it to be used correctly. The accessories mounting
must not involve stresses or moments superior to those
defined into § 3.3.3.
2.4.1

CONE DIFFUSER SILENCER

Steel rolled pipe adapter installed at blower outlet to
reduce air speed below 20 m/s.
2.4.2

INLET FILTER SILENCER

The inlet filter is for use with air. The standard filter
comprises a flanged body which has a structure for
supporting and fixing the filtering elements.
Depending on the nature of the pollutant, it is possible to
clean the cartridge with varying degrees of ease. Clean
as normal with a jet of compressed air or wash in water
with detergent and rinse thoroughly. It is important to wait
until the cartridge is perfectly dry before re-using it.
Filtering elements need to be cleaned or replaced when
their pressure drop reaches a value of 30 to 50 mm H2O.
The inlet filter can be fitted with a protective cover for
installation in the open air. The cover must be removed
for maintenance. The filter silencer has a soundabsorbent cover which must be removed for
maintenance. Inlet filters must be fitted where there is
easy access for inspection and maintenance. It may be
necessary to provide appropriate service platforms. For
non-standard inlet filters, specific instructions are
provided separately where necessary.

2.2.5.5
Miscellaneous
Several instruments (Temperature, position, vibration)
are installed and monitors in the gear box to control the
good lubrication on the rotating parts.

SINGLE STAGE TURBOCOMPRESSORS TCH
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2.4.3

EXPANSION JOINT

Expansion joint is for connecting the ports of the machine
to pipes and/or flanged fittings.
The compensator enables thermal expansion to be
absorbed and prevents the transmission of vibrations
from and to the machine. The fittings and the pipes linked
above the compensator must be appropriately fixed so
that they do not rest on the joint itself.

The valve is suitable both for on-off operation and for
regulation. Naturally, where used for regulation, the signal
from the system must be processed by a suitable electric
circuit.
When necessary, specific instructions are provided
separately.
2.4.5.2
Butterfly valve - pneumatic operation
This valve has the same function as that described in item
2.4.5.1 but is operated by compressed air.
It can also be used as an overflow valve in anti-surge
systems.
Valves intended for on-off operation generally have
servocontrols with a double-acting cylinder powered by a
solenoid valve.
The compressed air supplied must have a pressure
between 5 and 6 bars and must be filtered.

EXPANSION JOINT IN
STAINLESS STEEL

Fig. 2.4

2.4.4

FLANGED ADAPTOR

The flanged adaptor, comprising a piece of tube welded
to a mating flange, is used together with a flexible sleeve
to connect the inlet and/or outlet port to the piping of the
system to be served. The connection thus made prevents
the transmission of vibrations from and to the machine
and enables thermal expansion to be absorbed. The
fittings and the pipes connected above the adapter must
be appropriately fixed so that they do not rest on the
adapter itself.
2.4.5

BUTTERFLY VALVES

The CONTINENTAL compressors can be provided with
manually, pneumatically or electrically operated butterfly
valves.
Specific instructions are provided separately if required.

Operating speed can be controlled directly using the
throttles on solenoid valve discharges.
There may be adjustable mechanical limits for fixing the
maximum open and/or maximum closed positions of the
butterfly.
There may be SPDT end-of-run contacts, which can be
positioned with mechanical limits, for use in the startup
sequence or for other controls and/or signals.
In addition to the compressed air supply, these also
require an adjustment signal, range 3 - 15 psi (0.2 - 1 bar).
There are also pneumatic drives which require electrical
regulation signals, range 4 - 20 mA or 0 to 20 V.
Where necessary, specific instructions are provided
separately.
2.4.5.3
Butterfly valves - manual operation
A butterfly valve is generally found in all installations to
cut the machine off from the system and/or to control its
operation.
2.4.6

CHECK VALVE

2.4.5.1
Butterfly valve - electrical operation
This valve has the same function as that described in item
2.4.5.1 but is operated using an electric motor.

The check valve is used wherever the return of the gas
processed needs to be prevented. The most common
case is where two or more Turbocompressors are
connected in parallel.

It can also be used as an overflow valve in anti-surge
systems.

A very common check valve comprises a disc fixed to the
body at a single point on its circumference.

Its operating speed is fixed.

This must always be fitted with a vertical axis and so as
to remain normally closed due to the effect of the force of
gravity alone. Therefore, this valve must always be fitted
on the process side of both Turbocompressors (Fig. 2.5).

The maximum open and maximum closed positions can
be controlled using two limit switches.

SINGLE STAGE TURBOCOMPRESSORS TCH
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Another type of check valve comprises two flaps fitted
diametrically on to the body and loaded with two springs
which keep them closed in any position.
CHECK VALVE
SINGLE FLAP

CHECK VALVE
DOUBLE FLAP

2.6

Typically, the control panel supply by CONTINENTAL
ensure the following functions:
-

-

Fig. 2.5

2.4.7

CONTROL

ANTI-SURGE CIRCUIT

Pressure or Flow regulation with IGV & VDV control
Efficiency optimization through temperature and
pressure reading (Geometry actuation)
Surge monitoring through turbo parameters
monitoring (Temperature and pressure reading, bypass valve and geometry actuation
Gearbox monitoring (vibration, bearing temperature,
shaft displacement)
Oil circuit monitoring including:
o Cooling/heating control
o Pressure and temperature safeties & monitoring
o Level indicators
o Mechanical & electrical pump management
o Oil filter monitoring
Motor monitoring (overload, winding and bearing
temperature)
Sound enclosure fan control

Anti-surge circuit is mandatory to prevent the machine
operating at capacities lower than the minimum
admissible, to prevent surge coming into operation.

-

A valve, permitting passage of the minimum flow of the
Turbocompressor, is automatically controlled by a
dedicated circuit. The anti-surge circuit is also often used
in the start-up sequence.

Refer to specific project control panel manual.

-

When necessary, specific instructions are provided
separately.

2.5

INSTRUMENTATION

The following instrumentation are typically supplied with
Continental Turbocompressors:
-

Differential Pressure Switch for Inlet Filter clogging
Relative Pressure transmitter 4-20mA for
Filter/Silencer, inlet and outlet
Air Temperature transmitter 4-20mA for Inlet &
discharge
Oil Temperature Switch for oil tank
Bearing Temperature RTD for Gear Box & Motor
Oil Pressure Switch for Oil Pump
Low Oil Level Switch for Tank
Differential Oil Pressure Switch for Oil Filter
Vibration Transmitter 4-20mA for Gear Box
X, Y & Z configuration Vibration detector for gearbox
pinion shaft
IGV & VDV Position Transmitter (Potentiometer)
Bypass Valve Position Transmitter 4-20mA
Surge Switch

Refer to specific project P&ID
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3.
3.1
3.1.1

RECEIPT, STORAGE, AND
INSTALLATION OF THE MACHINE
MACHINE RECEIPT

The packaging or the equipment itself must be checked
for any obvious signs of damage incurred during handling
or transport. If such damage is found, delivery
reservations must be addressed directly to the carrier.
Ensure that is clearly mentioned reservations on the
delivery note before signing it. CONTINENTAL must also
be informed promptly about, to avoid any disagreement
and to guarantee rapid and satisfactory settlement of any
damages.
UNLOADING AND HANDLING

The addressee is responsible and in charge of unloading
operations and therefore, shall manage them in the best
conditions, according to the size of the machinery and the
difficulty presented by the operation.
3.1.3

to check all the accessories ordered and, eventually,
the supply voltage of any electric motors

-

to check that the data on the nameplate are in
conformity with the order

PRELIMINARY CONTROLS

When machinery is taken directly from the workshop or
from a carrier’s depot or when it is delivered by a carrier,
the delivery and/or dispatch documents must first be
checked to ensure that the equipment ordered has been
received. All packs comprising the supply, unless
otherwise specified when ordering, are marked with the
customer order number.

3.1.2

-

CHECKS

A check shall be made quickly, that all the equipment
received corresponds to the order. Any irregularities shall
immediately be advised to CONTINENTAL for the
necessary corrective action. It is particularly
recommended:

3.1.4

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIFTING

Due the large quantity of models produced by
CONTINENTAL and the special features possible for
each individual order, the handling shall be done by
qualified people.
When handling by using cranes or overhead travelling
cranes, the slings should be hung only to the rings
destined for this purpose. (Fig. 3.6 – Example of advised
handling)
Check that the connection between the CONTINENTAL
Turbocompressor and the system of lifting presents all
necessary safety. Check the position of the centre of
gravity, not turn over nor rock. Not station under the load.

3.2
3.2.1

MACHINE STORAGE
GENERAL RECOMMANDATIONS

During storage, it is essential to prevent the machine
being subject to vibrations produced by the operation of
nearby machines and propagated via the bearing
surfaces. Such vibrations applied for long periods could
damage the machine and motor bearings.
It is also necessary to prevent the machine from being
subject to frequent or sudden changes in temperature
causing the formation of condensation.
When the possibility of condensation can be foreseen, the
following shall be carried out:
- Hang, in an accessible way, a well-sized bag of a
hygroscopic substance (example: silica gel) inside the

Fig. 3.6 – Example of advised handling
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inlet opening and inside the outlet opening, immediately
replacing the respective protective sealing.
- Place a well-sized bag of a hygroscopic substance at
the opening of each bearing housing.
- Isolate the equipment from the ambient atmosphere,
if possible, by using impermeable bags or by using
impermeable covers carefully placed to minimize air
circulation.

The CONTINENTAL Turbocompressor must be
assembled in the position of installation for which they
were designed and arranged. Consult the dimensional
drawing specific to the project.
3.3.1

INSTALLATION SITE CHARACTERISTICS

CONTINENTAL Turbocompressors, provided that they
are intended for continuous operation, can be installed in
the open air at almost any latitude.

The hygroscopic substance bags shall be removed
before the use of the equipment.

If the equipment must be installed at ambient
temperatures higher than 40°C or lower than -20°C
contact CONTINENTAL INDUSTRIE.

3.2.2

The site, where the CONTINENTAL Turbocompressor
will be erected, must be in compliance with the local
standards, the national regulations and the safety
requirements.

SHORT TERM STORAGE

No particular storage precautions are required, when a
period of machine inactivity is planned as not more than
6 months. The protections, foreseen before its dispatch
from the workshop CONTINENTAL, are thus sufficient, if
the considering machine and all additional parts (spare,
reserve, …) is:

To preserve integrity of the equipment, it is advised:
- Install safe from any aggression of the environment (at
least on its upper part)

- in a clean and dry environment (RH < 70%)
- sheltered from vibrations and shocks
- with the covers on the inlet and outlet openings

- Don’t expose the equipment to attack from
surrounding process: exhausts of air or other fluids,
vibrations, radiations...

If motors are supplied with space heaters, they must be
connected to avoid condensation on the windings.

- All the precautions must be taken to avoid any vertical
fall of object on the equipment or any intake of object
by fall.

3.2.3

LONG TERM STORAGE

If the storage is more than 6 months, the anti-corrosion
product stronger will be applied, that needs to be removed
before start-up.
The oil tank needs to be filled and oil pump need to be
started one hour every month
Afterward, if storage is longer than expected (> 6 months)
please contact us to get special instructions to avoid any
issue with the turbo blower.

If installed in a closed room, it is necessary to ensure
sufficient ventilation, in particular making it possible to
keep an ambient temperature lower than 40°C. Contact
CONTINENTAL INDUSTRIE if that is not possible.
The machine must be installed in order to allow an easy
access to facilitate the preventive and routine
maintenance.
3.3.2

INLET CONDITIONS

If any corrosion appears during storage, we need to be
warned as further safeties precautions needs to be
handled

In general, the air or the gas admitted in the blower or the
exhauster must be at a temperature ranging between 0°C
and +40°C.

3.3

3.3.3

INSTALLATION

Throughout the installation phases, the two machines
flanges must be kept closed.
Before beginning the installation, the following items must
be taken into account:
- 3.1.2 UNLOADING AND HANDLING
- 3.1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIFTING
- 2.2.1 BASE PLATE
- 2.2.2.1 RESILIENT PADS
- 2.2.2.2 LEVELLING PLATES AND FIXING BOLTS

ADMISSIBLE STATIC STRESSES ON
FLANGES

It is always advisable to support the weight of the piping
and accessories (at inlet, outlet, and surge line) to avoid
stress on the compressor.
Nevertheless, inlet and outlet or discharge openings can
tolerate static stresses of forces and moments, with
reference to their centre of gravity. That loads must not
exceed the values given in tables 3.1 and in Fig3.2.
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If flanges with horizontal axis are used, stress must be
reduced to the maximum.

- Remove the cover and hygroscopic bags from the
openings.

It is important to keep in mind that installation of piping
and accessories must consider the dilatation due to the
working (use of expansion joints required). If not correctly
fitted, equipment and piping can produce far higher
stresses than their weight.

-

Connect accessories and piping.

Piping must be erected with care and must be
appropriately fixed to prevent excessive stress on the
machine flanges, during mounting and operation.
The piping connected to the blower must be tight.
3.3.5

Fax
M

Below tightening torque of the bolts and screw (type 8.8
ISO 898-1) used in CONTINENTAL Turbocompressor
M
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
14
16
20
24
30

FLat

Nm
1,06
2,44
4,83
8,3
20
40
69
111
173
339
584
1173

Specific tightening torque will be given by CONTINENTAL
for specific assembly.

Fig 3.2

MODEL

Fax [N]

FLat [N]

M [N.m]

TCH15

6 900

2 000

900

Tab. 3.1 – Admissible forces and moment

3.3.4

TIGHTENING TORQUE

PIPING

Piping must be accurately designed according to the
nominal performances of the machine. An excessive
pressure drop would significantly reduce performance.
Normally, piping is fitted after having definitely installed
the machine in its final position.
Before erecting piping, it is essential to keep the machine
covers. That prevents foreign bodies from getting into the
machine during that phase. These covers must be
removed before using the machine.

3.4

CONNECTIONS - UTILITIES

Once the machine has been installed and connected, the
other connections required for its operation can be made.
The connection of the motor and other existing electrical
components must be carried out on the corresponding
electrical diagram, the indications given in the specific
instructions notice of the motor and related particular
electric components.
All the operations of electric connection must be carried
out only by qualified personnel.
To prevent operations under voltage, the power supply
components involved must be off and locked in this state
with the displayed warning.
Check first the absence of voltage.

Respect the following advices for compressor connecting:
- If necessary, clean the inside of the inlet, outlet or
surge piping, to avoid the penetration of any foreign object
-

Check the inner cleanliness of any accessories

-

Clean the cover on the openings using a damp cloth.
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4.

START-UP

The instructions given below are generic and must be
completed by the technician in charge of the start-up
considering the installation specificity.

4.1

The following items and check-up need to be made before
the first start-up to ensure a reliable and smooth start of
the machine:
MACHINE AND PIPING

- Turbocompressor and its accessories must be
installed as specified on manual
-

Valves must be connected and actuated correctly

-

IGV and VDV actuation must be controlled

-

Coupling must be aligned

- To ensure that main piping is absolutely clear: no
cover, valves open

4.1.2

OIL SYSTEM

Oil tank need to be clean and filled

-

Check oil pipes for any leakages

- Start Oil pump if temperature is over 10°C for at least
one hour
-

Check oil cooler

-

Filter and oil cartridges need to be checked and clean

Test manually inlet and outlet geometry actuator

- Test safety devices as pressure and temperature
switches
Check for oil leaks

- Adjust motor protection (overload limit, rotation,
current/power feedback)
-

4.2

Check Control panel settings and start/stop sequence

CHECKS

Immediately prior to starting up the machine, make the
following checks:
- Check that the baseplate of the machine has been
installed as instructed in § 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
- Check the compatibility of supply voltage of the electric
motor and the other electrical equipment.

- Check the compatibility of the rotation sense of motor
and Turbocompressor.
- Check the installation of equipment and safety device,
referring to the instructions given in § 1.1
- Check that the inlet line has been fitted correctly and
that all flanges are tight.
- Check that the outlet line has been fitted correctly and
that all the flanges are tight.

ACCESSORIES

Motor and its accessories need to be wired and powered.
Control system and all instruments must be connected
correctly.

4.1.4

-

- Check the connection of the electric motor and other
electrical equipment referring to the indications provided
in the specific manuals.

-

4.1.3

Oil pressure and temperature shall be established

-

PREPARATION

4.1.1

-

- Check that the anti-surge line has been fitted correctly
and that all the flanges are tight.
- Check that the screws anchoring the machine to the
base plate are tight.
- Check that the screws anchoring the motor to the base
plate are tight.

PROCESS

Turbocompressor has to run at full load (pressure and
flow); make sure process is ready or process modulated
valve is ready to simulate counter-pressure.

- Check that any screws and any transmission couplings
have been correctly tightened.
- Check that any brackets and gauges used for alignment
have been removed.

4.1.5

TESTS

Before first start, these tests shall be done carefully in
order to avoid any damage to the blower:

- Check that all protective guards have been correctly
fitted.

- Motor uncoupled: Turn drive shaft manually by to
check that it is not blocked then mount the transmission
element (according to manufacturer instructions)
- Open and close by-pass valve and feedback
information
-

Check valve direction
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4.3

ROTATION DIRECTION

The Turbocompressor shaft must rotate as indicated by
the arrow on the body. The rotation direction of the
complete unit can be inverted by switching 2 phases of
the supply cable (that direction must be compatible with
motor one).
IMPORTANT: Check rotation direction after few seconds
running (5 seconds maximum).
A wrong rotation direction operation can generate
irreversible damage on the machine.

- Post-Lubrication phase is started (electric pump must
kept ON)
The emergency must be used only in injury risk or
damage property

5.

The CONTINENTAL Turbocompressors are delivered in
perfect operating condition. To maintain the
characteristics of the equipment and to ensure its high
reliability, it is important to set up a plan of maintenance.

5.1
4.4

START & STOP SEQUENCE

4.4.1

BEFORE STARTING

The following conditions need to be achieved before
starting the blower:
-

No active or unacknowledged alarm
Motor is ready (MCC information)
By-pass valve is open
Diffuser is fully closed

4.4.2

STARTING

The electric oil pump starts the pre-lubrication phase.
When it’s done, the motor run command is sent and motor
starts.
When starting is accomplished (running feedback = 1),
IGV & VDV actuation is released, when position is safe,
by-pass valve is closed and geometry is adjusted
4.4.3

NORMAL STOPPING

The stop sequence is initiated when remote or local stop
is activated:
-

Diffuser is actuated to closed position

-

Simultaneously by-pass valve is open

- When by-pass valves is fully open, IGV is actuated to
closed position

MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Our machines require two types of services every 18000
hours or at least every 3 years during its life time
Service 1:
Includes dismounting and cleaning the rotor shaft and
check-up of the settings before doing some running tests.
Service 2:
Includes service 1 plus dismounting and visual check of
the gearbox, bearings (pump, motor) change if
necessary.

5.2

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

During routine maintenance schedule to keep the
machine efficient, components subject to wear must
checked. Preventive maintenance planning prevents
unexpected stop.
In addition to the normal lubrication operations to be
carried out at pre-set intervals, it is asked to keep a report
for each machine, about the progress over time of
parameters which reflect how good the parts most
commonly subject to wear are.
Continental recommends regular measurement of
vibration levels. With a large record of values, the
operator is able to better inform maintenance staff of
replacement intervals.

- When IGV is closed, stopping order is sent to MCC for
motor
-

Post-Lubrication phase is started

4.4.4

EMERGENCY STOPPING

Emergency stopping is required when a critical situation
occurs or a failure happens:
-

Motor drive is stopped, electric pump is started

-

Simultaneously by-pass valve is open

-

IGV and diffuser are closed
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5.2.1

OIL TANK AND LUBRICATION

The Turbocompressor is oil lubricated with a tank
integrated in the baseframe. The oil level is ensured
through electronic level sensor and a visual gauge
located on the lateral side of the baseframe.

The quantities of oil required for filling, depending on the
machine model, are shown in table
CAPACITY OF OIL-LUBRICATED MACHINES (Liters)

The oil needs to be checked periodically, a first sampling
needs to be done after 500 hours then every 6 000 hours
or at least once a year. The sample needs to be sent back
to our company for analysis.

Estimated
lifetime/change

OIL

SERVICES

CONSUMABLES

1st
sample

500 hours

Oil
Sample

6 000 Hours or 1
year

Oil
change

25 000 to 40 000
hours

1st service

18 000 hours or 3
years

2nd
service

36 000 hours

Motor
Grease

Motor’s plate

Oil Filter

When indicator is
on (around a year)

Air filter

When indicator is
on (around a year)

By reservoir

TCH 15

300-350

TCH 25

330-400

TCH 35

Oil tank need to be purged and replaced after 25 000 to
40 000 hours, depending on the environment and
running loads.
Parts

Model

450-550
Tab. 5.1

5.2.2

COUPLING ALIGNMENT

This operation must be carried out for the first start-up and
after each displacement of the compressor or the motor.
The correct alignment of the transmission coupling
minimizes vibration during operation and ensures the
maximum lifespan of the ball bearings.
The alignment allows to:
• Place the axes of the two shafts coupled on the same
vertical plane or on two parallel vertical planes, with a
specified distance between them.
• Place the axes of the two shafts coupled on the same
horizontal plane or on two parallel horizontal planes, with
a specified distance between them.
• Keep a specified distance between the ends of the two
coupled shafts, or better, between the two faces of the
half couplings.
Radial misalignment and angular misalignment are
shown in Fig. 5.2. Naturally, these can be present
together.

Recommended oil type is ISO VG 46/68 HM minimum
The following model of oil are recommended:
- Q8 Haydn 46/68
- SHELL Tellus S2 46/68
- BP Bartran HV46/68
To avoid incompatible oils mixing, we recommend using
the same oil.
Bearing housings in CONTINENTAL machines are partly
drained after mechanical testing to prevent oil leakage
during transport. Therefore, the housings must be refilled
as described.

2. Angular
misalignment

1. Radial
misalignment
Fig. 5.2

Due to the thermal expansion, the relative position of the
two shafts coupled varies from the cold start up (“cold”)
and the steady state operation (“hot”).
The final alignment must be the hot in steady state
operation (“hot”).
From cold alignment, a compensation of compressor
dilatation is generally necessary.
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Maximum admissible misalignment when hot can vary
depending on the type of coupling; however, if no specific
instructions are given, the following tolerances must be
used:
distance between the
half coupling faces
radial misalignment
(T.I.R.)

180 mm (+0,5 mm / -0)

With reference to Fig. 5.4, from the reading for a 180°
rotation from 0° to 180°, the angular mis-alignment is
determined by the height of the couplings. From the
reading for a 180° rotation from 90° to 270°, the angular
mis-alignment is determined by the transversal position of
the couplings.

0,05 mm
0,02 mm
(for Ø 100 mm)

angular misalignment

We recommend using a laser measurement tool to
carry out alignment.
The distance between the half coupling faces where there
is a spacer can be measured by means of a caliper or an
internal micrometer or otherwise by a thickness gauge.
Fig. 5.4

Radial mis-alignment can be assessed by means of a set
square or a straight bar which is sufficiently rigid and long,
but it is preferable to use a gauge fitted as shown in Fig.
5.3 A.
The T.I.R. reading (Total Indicator Reading) given by the
gauge for a 180° rotation represents double the actual
misalignment. With reference to Fig. 5.4, half of the
reading for a 180° rotation from O to 180° provides the
height difference between the shaft axes. Half the reading
for a 180° rotation from 90° to 270° provides the distance
between the two vertical planes on which the shaft axes
are placed.
Angular mis-alignment can be assessed by means of a
caliper, internal micrometer or a thickness gauge, but it is
preferable to use a gauge fitted as shown in Fig. 5.3 B.
The ratio between the T.I.R. reading (Total Indicator
Reading) provided by the gauge for a 180° rotation and
the diameter of the circle described by the rotation of the
tracer point axis represents the tangent of the
misalignment angle.

Fig. 5.3

Machines and/or motors are moved laterally by means of
appropriate adjustment screws provided in the works. A
lead mallet may be needed for smaller machines without
adjustment screws.
Machines and/or motors are moved vertically by using
shims placed under the feet as required. When adjusting
the height of machines and/or motors with shims, the
following precautions are recommended:
- Ensure that the feet, their bearing surfaces and every
individual shim used are as clean as possible
- Ensure that all the anchoring screws have been
tightened before taking the readings
- Ensure that all the feet are completely in contact with the
shims and that the tightening of the anchoring screws
does not produce any deformation to the baseplate and/or
the machine or motor.
➔ A good practical method for alignment is as follows:
1. study the machine, the height and position of which
needs to be considered fixed with regard to the baseplate
2. Check that its anchoring screws are centred in the
holes, i.e. that it is possible to move it in all directions
3. Completely tighten the anchoring screws
4. Check that the height of the shaft is greater than or
equal to the minimum required, correcting with shims if
necessary
5. Place a gauge with a magnetic base on the base-plate
and a tracer point on the machine feet close to one of the
anchoring screws and set it to zero
6. Slacken the anchoring screws and check that the
gauge does not indicate movements of more than 0.005
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mm (any movement greater than the given value requires
the insertion of corrective shims)
7. Repeat the operation for all the anchoring points to the
base-plate
8. Slacken the anchoring screws of the other machine
9. Measure the distance between the faces of the two
half couplings and move the machine in an axial direction
until the prescribed value is reached
10. Tighten the anchoring screws
11. While rotating the two half couplings at the same time
measure the radial mis-alignment and:
Move the machine transversally until the
prescribed value is obtained (T.I.R. 90° - 270 )
Shim all the machine feet until the prescribed
value is obtained (T.I.R. 0 - 180 )
12. while rotating the two half couplings at the same time
measure the angular mis-alignment and:
Move the machine transversally until the
prescribed value is obtained (T.I.R. 90° - 270°);
Shim two of the feet of the machine until it comes
within the prescribed tolerance (T.I.R. O° - 180°)
Operations 11 and 12 affect each other reciprocally and
therefore must be repeated alternately until the correct
result is obtained.
13. Repeat on this machine the operations described in
items 5, 6 and 7.

5.3

SPARE PARTS

CONTINENTAL Turbocompressors can operate for
extremely long periods before spare parts are needed. It
is advised to keep a stock of the recommended set of
spare parts.
Below table of the estimated life time for the turbo
blower parts:
Parts

Estimated lifetime

Journal bearing

100 000 to 150 000
hours

Motor bearings

See motor’s manual

Oil pump bearing
Actuator for vane

7 to 10 years

Electric oil pump

10 to 15 years

Mechanical oil pump

10 to 15 years

Pressure and temperature
switches

10 to 15 years

Surge detector

10 to 15 years

Compressor shaft with
gear

100 000 to 150 000
hours
100 000 to 150 000
hours
100 000 to 150 000
hours
100 000 to 150 000
hours

Gearbox shaft
Inlet guide vanes
Diffuser vanes
Labyrinth sealing

5.3.1

100 000 to 150 000
hours

ORDER

The reference number of the spare parts can be found on
the sectional drawing of the machine and eventually on
the corresponding components list.
When ordering spare parts, it is asked to give the serial
number of the machine.
All spare parts must be ordered to:
CONTINENTAL INDUSTRIE
Route de Baneins
01990 Saint Trivier sur Moignans, FRANCE
TEL.: + 33 (0)4 74 55 88 77
FAX: + 33 (0)4 74 55 86 04
Email: export@continental-industrie.com
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LEGEND

1: Variable diffuser vanes

8: Journal bearings

2: Inlet vanes

9: Oil pump

3: Inlet duct

10: Drive Shaft

4: Inlet Guide vane housing

11: Labyrinth

5: Diffuser

12: Compressor shaft

6: Impeller

13: Thrust

7: Diffuser guide vane housing

14: Gearbox
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6.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

CONTINENTAL Turbocompressors are designed for
keeping their performances unchanged over time. The
efficiency, the noise level and the operating temperatures
remain at their initial values.
As soon as appears a doubt about the capacity of the
equipment to ensure a total safety, it must be put
immediately out of service and locked in off position.

6.1

6.2

NOISE PRESSURE LEVEL VARIATION

The sound pressure level cannot exceed a lot the value
obtained during the first start-up.
The variations of the noise level produced by the
equipment can indicate a possible malfunction.
PROBLEM

POSSIBLE
CAUSE

PERFORMANCES REDUCING

Check and
correct the

alignment
(§5.2.2)

These can occur through a flow and consecutive
differential pressure reduction, or by a significant variation
of consumed power.
POSSIBLE CAUSE
Inlet filter clogged
Downstream valves
not correctly
adjusted
Upstream or
downstream pipe
clogged
Direction of rotation
reversed following
maintenance
operations on the
motor or electrical
equipment
Partial blocking of
the impellers or
intermediate
sections (presence
of clogging
elements in the
processed fluid)
<

RECOMMENDED REMEDY
(INDICATIVE)



Replace filter elements



Check and correct



Check and clean if
needed



Check and correct
§4.3



General overhaul of the
machine.
Consult CONTINENTAL
INDUSTRIE

RECOMMENDED
REMEDY
(INDICATIVE)

Increase of the vibrations level
following to a maintenance
operation

Regular noise following:
• Operation at excessive
temperature
• Presence of unforeseen
particles or foreign bodies in
the processed fluid

SINGLE STAGE TURBOCOMPRESSORS TCH

Check and
correct the
alignment of the
mounting feet of
the machine and

those of the
motor with the
corresponding
supports of the
baseplate
Check and
correct the
contact of the

baseplate with
the resilients
pads
General
overhaul of the
machine.

Consult
CONTINENTAL
INDUSTRIE
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7.

SUPPORT

Requests for technical support should be addressed to:
CONTINENTAL INDUSTRIE
Route de Baneins
01990 Saint Trivier sur Moignans, France
TEL. :

+33 (0)4 74 55 88 77

FAX :

+33 (0)4 74 55 86 04

Email :

export@continental-industrie.com

7.1

JOBSITE INTERVENTION

All running repairs, i.e those not requiring the replacement
of impeller, the shaft or stator parts (heads and/or
diffusers), can be conveniently carried out on site by
maintenance service personnel or external workshop
personnel.
Naturally, it is also possible to request the on-site services
of specialized CONTINENTAL INDUSTRIE personnel.
The services will be provided on the basis of tariff in force
to the date of the intervention and will have to be the
subject of a purchase order in due form.

7.2

WORKSHOP SERVICE

If the repair requires the replacement of impellers, the
shaft or stator parts (heads and/or diffusers), the machine
needs to be completely stripped and the dynamic
rebalancing of the rotor needs to be carried out.
Where the maintenance service or the external
workshops available are not able to carry out the
operation, it may be appropriate to send the machine to
our workshop for an overhaul; this will be carried out on
the basis of acceptance by the client of an estimate given
for this work.
During overhaul:
- The machine is completely dismounted
- All the parts are cleaned, checked and replaced if
necessary
- Rotor is balanced dynamically
- The revised machine is tested mechanically
- The machine is painted.
All the replaced parts of a revised machine are
guaranteed 6 months.
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